While preparing a paper on the Weyl-Heisenberg (WH) integral quantization of one dimensional dynamics for the motion of a point particle on the real Despite that lack of originality of many formulas presented in our paper, the fact to gather all of them in a single document, under an itemized form, might be valuable for people working on the subject. Beyond their computational justifications, one might be concerned by the mathematical validity of our expressions in terms of functional analysis, since most of them should be justified on a mathematical level with regard to involved (generalized) functions. Nevertheless, they are given with implicit assumptions on their validity on appropriate space(s) of functions (or distributions).
The object we start with, namely the Euclidean plane R 2 , or the complex plane C, is briefly presented in Section together with its physical content.
Weyl-Heisenberg group and algebra together with their representations as operators in Hilbert spaces are described in Section , Section , and Section respectively. Section is devoted to the so-called WH displacement operator, D(z) (complex notation), D(q, p) (real notations), of central importance for the content of this paper. The short section is devoted to the construction of standard coherent states through the action of the D(z) on the "vacuum" state in Hilbert space. Section deals with discrete symmetries and in Section are considered rotations in the plane. Integral formulas involving the displacement operator D or D are given in Section . Section is devoted to symplectic Fourier analysis of (possibly operator valued) functions on the plane.
Trace formulae are presented in Section . The heart of the paper lies in Section where is presented what we call Weyl-Heisenberg integral quantization (WHIQ), expressed in either complex or real variables, and the ingredients are just the WH displacement operator and a weight (∼ apodization) function. In the succeeding sections are given technical issues of this quantization procedure, in relation with derivatives in Section , with products in Section , expansion coefficients in Sections , , Section , and Section . Common characteristics and outcomes of WHIQ are presented in Section . Section is devoted to WHIQ results obtained from particular weight or measures on the phase space. We examine in Section the quantization of separable functions . P
• Phase space for motion on the line is R 2 ∼ C
( . ) d 2 z = dq dp 2
• Physical dimensions are restored, particularly in view of classical limit, through the re-scalings
so that the complex z remains dimensionless.
• Here ℓ (resp. ℘) is some length (resp. momentum) appropriate to the scale of the model. Thinking to quantum systems, we can also introduce the Planck constant such that ℓ℘ =
• Useful change of variables formulae -With physical constants and ℓ
. W -H
• Forgetting about physical dimensions and = 1, an arbitrary element of
• In complex notations
• Multiplication law
• where ξ is the multiplier (or two-cocycle) function (∼ symplectic form on
• Besides this multiplicity of notations, we introduce another the further one, more suitable for many expressions
• The two-cocycle condition results from associativity of the WH group
together with ξ (z, 0) = 0 = ξ (0, z) and ξ (z, −z) = 0, resulting from group identity and inverse respectively.
. W -H F
• Notational convention: set of nonnegative integers is N = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
• Let Hbe a separable (complex) Hilbert space with orthonormal basis e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n ≡ |e n , . . . , (e.g. the Fock space with |e n ≡ |n ).
• Define the lowering and raising operators a and a † as a | e n = √ n| e n−1 , a| e 0 = 0 (lowering or annihilation operator) ( . )
• Operator algebra {a, a † , I } is defined by the Canonical Commutation Rule (CCR) ( . ) [a, a † ] = I .
• Number operator: N = a † a, spectrum N, N |e n = n|e n .
• Operators Q and P
• Both are essentially self-adjoint in H, with absolutely spectrum σ (Q) = R = σ (P)
• Familiar form of the CCR
• Consistently to ( . ), if Q is realised on a multiplication operator on the Hilbert space L 2 (R, dx) of square-integrable complex valued functions ("wave functions") on its spectrum σ (Q) = R, Qϕ(x) = xϕ(x), then P is realised as −i d dx • Alternatively, if P is realised on a multiplication operator on the Hilbert space L 2 (R, dk) of square-integrable complex valued functions on its spec-
• Any infinite-dimensional UIR, U λ , of G WH is characterized by a real number λ 0 (in addition, there are also degenerate, one-dimensional, UIRs corresponding to λ = 0) and can be identified with an irreducible repre-
• If the Hilbert space carrying the UIR is H = L 2 (R, dx), R being viewed here as the spectrum σ (Q) of the (essentially) self-adjoint position operator Q, the unitary operator U λ acts as
• Alternatively, if the Hilbert space carrying the UIR is H = L 2 (R, dx), R being viewed here as the spectrumσ (P) of the (essentially) self-adjoint position operator P, the unitary operator U λ acts as
• Thus, the infinitesimal generators of U λ read as
• Usually, one takes for λ the specific value, λ = 1/ (in QM) or simply λ = 1, and write U for U 1
• Hence, the representation reads as the action of exponential operators
where D(q, p) is the unitary "displacement operator" in representation (q, p)
• Now consider the Fock-Bargmann Hilbert space FB (resp. AFB) of entire analytical (resp. antianalytical) functions that are square integrable with respect to the Gaussian measure on the complex plane
dq dp ,
i.e., its convergence radius is infinite, and
• Space FB is equipped with the scalar product:
• The unitary operator U acts on space AFB as
where
• Equivalently, and more simply, on the space of "Gaussian weighted AFB as
• On Space FB the annihilation operator a is represented as a derivation whereas its adjoint is a multiplication operator:
. D
• From the previous section, to each complex number z is associated the
• In variables (q, p) and operators Q and P
• Unitary representation U with complex notations • In variables (q, p) and operators Q and P, consistently with ( . )
• It follows the formulae
• equivalently
• With variables q, p
• Addition formula
• It follows the covariance formula on a global level
• and on a Lie algebra level
• Matrix elements of operator D(z) in the basis {|e n } involve associated La-
• Orthonormality properties straightforwardly derive from unitarity:
• One derives from unitarity the infinite sums:
and particularly 
• They have unit norm and solve the identity in H
• Their overlap is a Gaussian on C up to the symplectic phase factor
• CS is reproducing kernel for functions ψ (z) := z|ψ built from vectors
• In representation position or momentum, there are Gaussian states, ex-
• WH translation covariance of coherent states result from their definition
. P
• The parity P acts on H as a linear operator through
• The time reversal T acts on H as a conjugation, that is an antilinear operator such that
• These discrete symmetries verify
. R
• A unitary representation θ → U T (θ ) of the torus S 1 on the Hilbert space H is defined as
• Note that P = U T (π ) with ν = 0
• Rotational covariance of the displacement operator
• Rotational covariance of coherent states
• Resolution of the identity follows from ( . )
(At the basis of the Weyl-Wigner quantization (in complex notations), see below)
• Second fundamental integral: from ( . ) and the orthogonality of the associated Laguerre polynomials we obtain the "ground state" projector as the Gaussian average of D(z) ( . )
• More generally for Re(s) < 1
where the convergence holds in norm for Re(s) < 0 and weakly for 0 ≤ Re(s) < 1.
. . In terms of z andz.
• Symplectic Fourier transform on C (for a sake of simplicity, we write f (z,z) ≡
• The symplectic Fourier transform is its inverse: it is an involution
• The symplectic Fourier transform commutes with the parity operator
• Reflected symplectic Fourier transform
• The reflected symplectic Fourier transform is its inverse
• Factorization of the parity operator
• Symplectic Fourier transform and translation with ( . )
• Symplectic Fourier transform and derivation
• Convolution product with complex variables
• Symplectic Fourier transform of convolution products
• Symplectic Fourier transform of Gaussian
. . In terms of q and p.
• In terms of coordinates
where F denotes the standard two-dimensional Fourier transform,
• Convolution product
• Same formulae for F s . . In terms of r and ϕ, polar coordinates of z.
• Consider a function (or distribution) f (z) with z = r e iϕ Fourier expandable
• Its symplectic Fourier transform is expressed as the Fourier series
where the coefficients are Hankel transform of order n [ ], up to factors
( n : Bessel function of the first kind, with −n = (−1) n n )
. T D(z)
• From the resolution of the identity of the standard coherent states, from Eq. ( . ) and Eq. ( . ), it follows
• Using Eq.( . ), we have
. N W -H
• Weyl-Heisenberg transform of a function as the operator in H
• Inversion formula is direct consequence of ( . )
• Translation covariance
• Suppose that
is bounded on H
• Then, the family
• The operator M ϖ as an integral operator on Gaussian weighted anti-analytic Fock-Bargmann space
• In terms of symplectic Fourier transforms,
• The operator M ϖ as an integral operator in representation position
• In the above expression,Π p stands for the partial Fourier transform of Π(q, p) with respect to the p variable
• A trace formula, issued, if applicable, from ( . ) and ( . )
• Necessary condition on ϖ(z) for that M ϖ (z) define a normalized Positive
• Weyl-Heisenberg integral quantization is the linear map
such that the constant function f = 1 is mapped to the identity I .
• Alternatively with the symplectic Fourier transform ( . )
• In terms of variables q, p and Fourier transform, with ϖ(z) ≡ Π(q, p),
dq dp 2π
• The operator A ϖ f as an integral operator on Gaussian weighted anti-analytic Fock-Bargmann space
• The operator A ϖ f = A Π F as an integral operator in representation position
• In the above expression,F p andΠ p stand respectively for the partial Fourier transforms of F (q, p) and Π(q, p) with respect to the p variable
• Another historical case: coherent state, or Berezin, or anti-Wick quanti-
• If applicable from ( . ), one has the trace formula
• Complex conjugaison covariance. From
• Translational covariance
• Parity covariance
• Rotational covariance ( . )
where T (θ )f (z) := f e −iθ z .
• Fundamental separation formulae
where Fis the inverse -D Fourier transform
◮ Similar formulae exist for holomorphic and anti-holomorphic functions f (z)
. Q
• From ( . ), ( . ) and ( . ) we derive easily
• With Lie algebra adjoint action notation
we have more generally
• Here we recall the Jacobi identity
. . With z,z variables.
• Quantization of product
where coefficients are defined by the (if making sense) development
a iī jj z izī z ′jz ′j , a 0000 = 1 .
• Note that the expression ( . ) provides a sort of inverse Moyal product on the level of operators
or, after restoring physical dimensions along ( . ) and ( . ),
• Product of quantizations
where the "ϖ-Moyal product" is defined by
with coefficients defined by the (if making sense) expansion
iī jj z izī z ′jz ′j ,ã 0000 = 1 .
Since coefficientsã iī jj result from the inverse of ( . ), we have the convolution relations with coefficients a iī jj
• Commutator of quantizations
. . With q, p variables.
where the "Π-Moyal product" is defined by
Since coefficients a klk ′ l ′ result from the inverse of ( . ), we have the convolution relations with coefficients a klk ′ l ′ ( . )
• Supposing real analyticity for weight function ϖ, we define expansion coefficients for it by
, and for its inverse
with the discrete convolution equation holding for all n,n such that n +n ≥ 1,
i,ī c n−i,n−īciī = 0 .
• • There results expansion coefficients for the ratios
with the discrete convolution equation holding for all k,k, l,l such that
• Expressions of d iī jj andd iī jj in terms of c iī andc iī • Properties of coefficients d iī jj andd iī jj
• Other particular expressions
s,s c j−s,ī−sc s0c0s .
• Coefficients d iī jj for i +ī + j +j ≤ 2 are given by
• Expressions of a iī jj andã iī jj in terms of d iī jj andd iī jj respectively
• Properties of coefficients a iī jj andã iī jj
• Coefficients a iī jj for i +ī + j +j ≤ 2 are given by a 0000 = 1 , a 1000 = a 0100 = a 0010 = a 0001 = 0 , ( . ) 
a 2000 =ã 0200 =ã 0020 =ã 0002 = 0 .
( . )
. I II: , q, p,
Π
• Supposing analyticity for weight function Π, we define expansion coefficients for it by
and for its inverse
with the discrete convolution equation holding for all m, n such that m+n ≥ 1,
• For instance 
• Properties of coefficients a klk ′ l ′ and a
• Coefficients a klk ′ l ′ for k + l + k ′ + l ′ ≤ 2 are given by a 0000 = 1 , a 1000 = a 0100 = a 0010 = a 0001 = 0 , 
( . )
. I III: C -G
• Cahill-Glauber weight: ϖ(z) = e s 2 |z | 2
• Coefficients are
= qp csc(qp) .
• Coefficients c are
where B n is a Bell number,
• Etc.
. P W -H
. . Quantization of linear and quadratic expressions in z andz (or in q and p).
• CCR is a permanent outcome of the above quantization, whatever the chosen complex function ϖ (z), such that ϖ (0) = 1, provided integrability and derivability at the origin is ensured.
• Quantization of canonical variables
• Hence the ccr,
• Quadratic terms
( . )
where the constant can take any value we wish depending on our choice of ϖ (think to the so-called kp-quantization!)
• For more general formulae with variables q, p, and weight Π(q, p), see Subsection . below . . Quantization of arbitrary monomials in q and p with weight Π(q, p).
• Quantizations of q and p
• Recurrence formula for
r c r 0 c k ′ +1−r,0 .
• Separation formula for A Π
• It is easily inferred from these formula that
-A Π p n is polynomial of degree n in momentum operator P
-A Π q m p n is polynomial in Q and P, separately of degree m in Q and of degree n in P . Q ( ϖ )
• Regular quantizations
The weight function ϖ is even and real, ϖ(−z) = ϖ(z), ϖ(z) = ϖ(z)
.
• Elliptic regular quantizations
The weight function ϖ is isotropic ϖ(z) ≡ w(|z| 2 ) with w : R → R Example: Cahill-Glauber choice
we get the diagonal elements of M s :
s = −1 corresponds to the CS (anti-normal) quantization, since
and so
s = 0 corresponds to the Weyl-Wigner quantization since, from Eq. ( . ), M 0 = 2P, and so
s = 1 is the normal quantization in an asymptotic sense.
The operator M s is positive unit trace class for s ≤ −1 (it is just trace class if Re s < 0)
• Hyperbolic regular quantizations
The weight function ϖ verifies ϖ(z) ≡ m(Im (z 2 )) with m : R → R (i.e.
yields a regular quantization), like the Born-Jordan weight.
It is easily infererred from ( . ) and ( . ) that this case preserves the classical functions
Because Im (z 2 ) ≡ q p, we only need the Planck constant and a mathematical function m to build the physical expression m(Im (z 2 )/ )
• The common elliptic regular and hyperbolic regular cases must verify ϖ(z) = w(|z| 2 ) = m(Im (z 2 )) with ϖ(0) = 1. The unique solution is ϖ(z) = 1 corresponds to the Weyl-Wigner quantization
• Isometric quantizations
If we have
f → A f is then invertible (the inverse is given by a trace formula)
From ( . ) we have the trace formula
From the invariance of the L 2 -norm under symplectic transform, we find that f → A f is isometric if and only if |ϖ(z)| = 1 for all z
• Elliptic regular quantizations that are isometric
It is the case ϖ(z) = w(|z| 2 ) ∈ {−1, +1}. Simple example
where θ is the Heaviside function. The Weyl-Wigner quantization is a special case (α = 0)
• Hyperbolic regular quantizations that are isometric
It is the case m(u) ∈ {−1, +1}.
Simple example
The Weyl-Wigner quantization is a special case (α = 0)
. S
• It is the case Π(q, p) = λ(q) µ(p) and
• Useful case M(p) = p m whereas L(q) is a function of class C m (actually all this may be extended to distributions with appropriate weight functions)
where " * " is the convolution product
and F is the inverse Fourier transform (see ( . ) and ( . ))
and this corresponds to a certain type of quantization ("Weyl calculus")
where Sym W stands for the so-called Weyl ordering. The latter is defined for monomials with powers of two operators A and B as
where the C 1 · · · C m+n ranges over all uples which contain m copies of A and n copies of B
• Ingredients of the proof of ( . )-( . ) from basic Fourier analysis and distribution theory
. U
• Restoring the presence of and starting from [Q, P] = i I ,
• Commutator of P with powers of Q
• Commutator of P 2 with powers of Q
• Commutator of powers of P with Q 2
• Commutator of P m with U (Q), U of class C m (at least)
• If we consider powers of P and Q we have:
where A m,n = m!/n! is the arrangement of m and n
. G
• It is the case when the weight is
• This case includes all Cahill-Glauber weights φ(z) = e s z 2 2 , and in particular the "limit" Weyl-Wigner as both the widths σ ℓ and σ ð are infinite (WeylWigner is singular in this respect!)
• Specifying ( . ) and taking into account
and
we have
Particular cases of Gaussian separable quantizations.
• Kinetic energy with "variable mass" :
• Comparing with the CS quantization (Cahill-Glauber s = −1) of the harmonic oscillator ( . ) below (σ ℓ = σ ð = √ 2), we infer that the CS case ("zero temperature") and separable Gaussian case yield same HO eigenenergies when
• and more generally the "s" Cahill-Glauber quantization (σ ℓ = σ ð = −2/s) and separable Gaussian quantizations yield same HO eigenenergies when
Given a general weight function ϖ, we saw in the above that the quantization of the classical harmonic oscillator energy |z| 2 = (p 2 + q 2 )/2 yields the operator ( . ) A One observes that the difference between the ground state energy of the quantum harmonic oscillator, namely E 0 = 1/2 − ∂ z ∂zϖ | z=0 , and the minimum of the quantum potential energy, namely
It is independent of the particular (regular) quantization chosen
In the exponential Cahill-Glauber case ϖ s (z) = e s |z | 2 /2 the above operators reduce to
. V W
• The Wigner function is (up to a constant factor) the Weyl transform of a quantum density operator. For a particle in one dimension it takes the form (in units = 1)
• Adapting this definition to the present context, and given an operator A, the corresponding Wigner function is defined as the linear map
• In the case of the quantization map f → A f based on a weight function ϖ, • In the case of the anti-normal quantization, the above convolution corresponds to the Husimi transform (when f is the Wigner transform of a quantum pure state)
• If the quantization map f → A f is regular (i.e. ϖ real even) and isometric (i.e. |ϖ | = 1), which means that ϖ(z) is even and ∈ {−1, 1}, the correspond-
• In general this map A → W ϖ A is only the dual of the quantization map f → A f in the sense that
• This dual map becomes the inverse of the quantization map only in the case of a Hilbertian isometry 
